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When the professor first introduced the idea about “repurposing”, I did not have any reaction
because in my high school I had the same English teacher for 3 years and she always gave us a
lot of essays. Most of the time we wrote essays in the classroom and we had to peer review more
than one essay. We peer reviewed the essays that are similar to our own essay. So, we can find
what we need to add in our essays and what we need to improve next time. I was confused about
creating a website. I thought that our Professor would give us one example. She only shows us
the home page as an example. Also she gave us some links but for me it wasn't that helpful. I
was so confused and didn’t know what to do. I didn’t have any plans at all because in the past I
worked in groups to make a website. We fixed one another mistake and we planned everything
together. Also the teacher gave us some clues about what some of the powerpoints could we use.
So this time I had to do everything by myself. I didn't know where ro start or how I should
design this website. I am not sure of myself if all my initial plans worked, because in the
beginning I was not sure what to do. So in the beginning I put some information about my topic
and when I got feedback I started to change my website and add a few things. Also when I saw
some of the websites that my classmates made I got some ideas about how my website should
look like. The changes that I made based on the first peer review is I added a lot of pitchers and
also added more slides. My topic was painting and in the beginning I did not write anything
about paint brush and also one of the peer reviews worte that I should explain the youtube video
that I put on the website. So I created a new slide and explained the voice and why I chose those
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videos. Only the work credit stayed the same. The second peer review was helpful and they gave
me very good advice. I am not sure that I am able to reach at least some of your initial goals or
not. I think it is because of my topic. Painting is something that you have to spend a great
amount of time to learn by yourself and find out what type of style you are comptable in. By
recercing you can only find about different colors, brushes, and what is used for, but it is not
going to teach you how to paint a good painting. You have to teach that yourself. You have to
spend a great amount of time and effort for that. And have to get used to it. New thing that I
learned was about paint brushes part names and I have to practice more if I want to improve. So I
should not stop painting. If I start over this project I would add more details about paintings and
add more videos. Also spend more time on this project.

